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H = H 0 sin(2"ft + #)
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$%&'(')*! +,-./*! 01&! 2%! &3$%1)24023! 2502! 253! 26$3)70(3! %834! 95675! 253! 1329%4:!;35083)!0)!0!)%(6&!6)!0&<')20;(3!01&!0!)24%1=!>'1726%1!%>!253!23$?3402'43@!
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!"#$%&'()(*! !$%&!'%&()*(&+&(,-./&!0-&/,12/3&(!(&45'-*6!.&'7&&6!89(46!:/&8';!463! )4/&-)-3&! :(-<%';! )*-&'-&,=! ! $%&,&! )*-&'-&,! '&63! '*! 8*()! 43395',! 4'! /*7!'&)>&(4'9(&?!7%&(&! '%&!43395',! 4(&! ,9.,&@9&6'/A! '%&()*(&+&(,-./&!7-'%! 5*6,'46'!8*()4'-*6! 463! 5/&4+4<&! *8! '%&! 43395'! ,'(95'9(&! 3-5'4'&3! .A! '%&! '&)>&(4'9(&!3&>&63&6'!B-6&'-5,!463!&@9-/-.(-9)!(&45'-*6!&C'&6'=!
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
! "#!
$%&'(')*'&+!*$,$*-'./!.0! 12$!3'$(-45(6$*! 766&81! 1.!+7($'+'6$!7/6! 0&*7/!9*.&:-! 71!2'92!1$+:$*71&*$-;!!!
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
!
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

















$%&'(! )#*+,-! .//! 01! 23(45(3! 5647! ./! 8&3! 56(! (7503(! 83(9:(7;<! 3472(-! =60;6! 01! 4!;6434;5(30150;! &8! >09:0?@>0A(!B45(304>1C! ! $5! 5(BD(345:3(1!%(>&=!))E+,-!./! 01! 23(45(3!5647!.//!8&3!6026!16(43!83(9:(7;0(1-!%:5!41!56(!83(9:(7;<!?(;3(41(1-!56(!B&?:>0!;3&11!&'(3! &7(! 47&56(3! 47?! 56(! >09:0?! B&?:>:1! 01! 23(45(3! 5647! 56(! 1&>0?! B&?:>:1!56(3(485(3C!
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$%$&'(! )*! %$+&,(! -./! 0123),4! 56$&$+7! 86$! &9:! +;8<=+8<)%! $%$&'(! 6+7! >$$%!3$+7?&$@A/!+8!BB!0123),C!
!
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
:@@<8<)%+,,(4! 86<7! ,)77! 8+%'$%8!7;+,<%'!+8! ,)5! *&$J?$%;(!+FF$+&7! 8)!;)%8<%?$!?F5+&@7!5$,,!+>)=$!86$!;&)77)=$&!*&$J?$%;(!<%8)!86$!7),<@!&$'<3$4!7?''$78<%'!86+8!86$!3$;6+%<73!)*!86$!&$+&&+%'$3$%8!)*!86$!'$,!)=$&!8<3$!<7!<%8<3+8$,(!;)%%$;8$@!8)!




















































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
!
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
L9'!43'567+629!+,%+!4325=7'8!<=%9+6+%+6B'!%>3''&'9+!@'+?''9!+,68!?23M!%95!+,'!./0!+,'23)!68!+,'!3'(%+6298,64
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()*)+!,!-.!/0!1020340!530.6/06%!!7.-08!/0369)*!:)/.6!.;1/*).!<-6!63!).6-=/6)!,!/0>! ?8):+! 69-.! =)693>! >)6)*=-0).! ?8):! 63! @)! #AB+! 49-59! 53**).?30>.! 63! /! 8):!6)=?)*/61*)!3<!CDA%EF,+!-0!)G5)::)06!/8*))=)06!4-69!69)!8):!?3-06!530H)*.-30!*/08)!).6/@:-.9)>!@I!69)!JKL!/0>!MK,!8):!?3-06!5*-6)*-/%!
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!"#$%&"'(!$%$!&'()*+,-).)/0&1%$&2+).,-).)340567-)060/)! '89:(3! '#;<3%! *=0)*+,-760.)!'##<3%! 7./! >?=>?=,-!6)=@72*7.! '#;<3!A)=)! 7@B?0=)/! >=C6! D0E67F! 9).*7)=,*+=0*C-!*)*=77@=,-7*)!'DGH#;3!A75!C=/)=)/! >=C6!D7=*C6)=F! !DC-I).*5!A)=)!2?=@+75)/!>=C6!J05+)=! D@0).*0>0@F! K--! =)7E).*5! A)=)! ?5)/! 75! =)@)0I)/! )L@)2*! >?=>?=,-! 6)=@72*7.%!A+0@+!A75!I7@??6!/05*0--)/!*C!=)6CI)!062?=0*0)5F!!
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ln KC( ) = H° T S°RT


















ln kr( ) = ln k0( ) EaRT
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!"##$%&%'()$*
+,$$%-*.*+)/0120*/-011$,'2*3%'1,(4*H/,! %+.$$'()8! 2,)$(-5! I! .=! &! %'&$$(%&'9! <,-/,:'&--(%,9! @)J@):KJLJ@KJ<A! $-,0:*+.3-/!0.'57,+!),-3.+8!%&)!4,!%&'%1'&-,2!&%%.+2()*!-.!-/,!,?1&-(.)!
! "#!
!
$%&'&! ()*+! *,! -%&! ./0.&0-'1-*/0! /2!345-*240.-*/015!3/0/3&',! ./00&.-&6! -/!-%&!0&-$/'7!*!*06*8*6415!$19,:!;%&!&<41-*/0!'&='&,&0-,!-%&!>*?@AB@!$&*C%-&6!,43!/2!155!0&-$/'7!D40.-*/0,!*EF:!()*+!.10!G&!.15.451-&6!1../'6*0C!-/!-%&!&<41-*/0!
!
H%*.%!,*3=59!,43,!-%&!./0-'*G4-*/0,!/2!*!D40.-*/0,!2'/3!&1.%!.'/,,5*07*0CI!J?G&1'*0C!3/5&.451'!,=&.*&,:!K0!-%*,!&<41-*/0!(J2+L!*,!-%&!*0*-*15!./0.&0-'1-*/0!/2!-%&,&!,=&.*&,! >3/5&.45&,! G&1'*0C! 2! J! 3/*&-*&,A! 106! M>)*I2A! *,! -%&! ='/G1G*5*-9! /2! 10! J2!3/5&.45&! G&*0C! D/*0&6! -/! -%&! 0&-$/'7! *! -*3&,:! ;%&! .15.451-*/0! /2! M>)*I2A! *,!,-'1*C%-2/'$1'6!C*8&0!-%&!<410-*-9!M>NJ/4-AI!-%&!='/G1G*5*-9!-%1-!1!C*8&0!3/*&-9!/0!1!.'/,,5*07&'!5&16,!-/!1!2*0*-&!.%1*0O!
!
$%*.%!*,!-%&!='/64.-!/2!-%&!'&5&810-!='/G1G*5*-*&,!-%1-!*!/2!2!.%1*0,!$*55!5&16!-/!-%&!0&-$/'7!106!-%&!'&,-!6/0P-I!1=='/='*1-&59!$&*C%-&6!G9!-%&!Q0!.%//,&!7R!G*0/3*15!./&22*.*&0-!240.-*/0!>*0!-%*,!.1,&I!Q2!.%//,&!*RA:!




















' P FAout( )




!?1! *+03! &5/-*0$1)! @A! 03! *+&! ,$1'&(30$1! $2! A! (&-,*0'&! 9($/@3)! @B! 03! *+&!,$1'&(30$1!$2!B)!-1<!-0!-1<!CD!-(&!*+&!6$.&!2(-,*0$13!$2!A!-1<!B!2/1,*0$1-.!9($/@3!$1!0!-1<!D!2/1,*0$1-.!6$1$6&(3)!(&3@&,*0'&.=E!
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
! 
xA = 0 0 0 0.2 0.8[ ]!
02!POQ!$2! *+&!6$1$6&(3!-(&! *(02/1,*0$1-.!-1<!ROQ!-(&! *&*(-2/1,*0$1-.E! ?*! 03!/3&2/.!*$!3*-(*!*+&!01<&7!$2!*+&!-((-=!-*!OE!K$(!BP!$1.=!607*/(&3)!$C'0$/3.=!
! 
xB = 0 0 1 0 0[ ]!
K($6!*+03!-((-=)!*+&!,-.,/.-*0$1!$2!!!$(!"!03!3*(-09+*2$(%-(<)!C=!%&09+*019!*+&!,$6@$1&1*3!$2!$#!-9-013*!*+&!2/1,*0$1-.0*=!&-,+!,$6@$1&1*!(&@(&3&1*3>!
! 







ai = ixA ,i b j = jxB , j !


























C[ ]0 = B2[ ]0 / yB ,2 = L[ ]0 /2yB ,2 !
! 
L[ ]0 = 2 B2[ ]0
! "#!





























C3,! 6*.6'.*+-&%! &5! *4,(*A,! )&.,6'.*(! 2,-A3+/! EF:;<1! EF:;<-! -/! *! .-+,(*.!*4,(*A,! &5! +3,!)&.,6'.*(!2,-A3+/!EFG1!EF(! &5! +3,! ,>@,6+,8! /@,6-,/! G1! (! -%! ,*63!)->+'(,1!2,-A3+,8!=0!+3,-(!(,.*+-4,!@&@'.*+-&%!>(1!>G!-%!+3,!)->+'(,B!
! 
MWSRF = MWqq" xq MWSRFi = MWrr" xr !
>G!-/!*!6.&/,!(,.*+-4,!&5!>H1-!='+!8-55,(,%+-*+-%A!=,+2,,%!/@,6-,/!+3*+!)*0!3*4,!+3,! /*),! %')=,(! &5! 5'%6+-&%*.! A(&'@/! 23-.,! 3*4-%A! 8-55,(,%+! /+('6+'(,/?! F,! 6*%!&(A*%-7,!>G!-%+&!*!)*+(->!#"$!2-+3!6&)@&%,%+/!7HG1-191!23,(,!9!-/!*%!,>+(*!8-),%/-&%!+&!6&%+*-%!+3-/!8-55,(,%+-*+-&%?!I&-%A!+3-/!*..&2/!'/!+&!5-%*..0!5&()!*%!,>@(,//-&%!5&(!
!"%&'(!=0!/'))-%A!&4,(!+3*+!8-),%/-&%B!
! 
xA ,SRF ,i = zAq,i,kk" xA ,SRFi,i = zAr,i,kk" !
! "#!
!"#! $%! &'(')*+',! %+)*$&-+./)0*),123! *%! +-'! +'+)**4)21*+'! 5)'46)%/)! 0*%!7'*%6)',! +/! 8'3! *%! *8/9'3! :;<! +'+)*.6(4+$/(*1! *(,! =;<! +)$.6(4+$/(*13! *(,! 0'!*%%67'! 4/751'+'! )'*4+$/(!0$+-! /6)!>$'1%?@1,')?*4+$9'! +-$/1A! B-')'./)'3! C! $%! $(! +-$%!4*%'!*!%$(&1'+/(!,$7'(%$/(!*(,!!"#D$"%&'(DE;!;!;!;A=!;A:FA!
!")! $%! 4*1461*+',! .)/7! !"#! 6(,')! +-'! *%%675+$/(%! /.! 'G6*1! )'*4+$9$+2! /.!*4)21*+'! &)/65%! *(,! 4/751'+'! 4/(%675+$/(3! 0$+-! 5DH;<! /.! +-'! &)/65%!.6(4+$/(*1$I',!*(,!!!!J?5DK;<!/.!+-'!&)/65%!$(')+A!L'!76%+!&'(')*+'!+-'!5)/8*8$1$+2!MN.$3CO! /.! .$(,$(&! *(! $?.6(4+$/(*1! 7/1'461'! *7/(&! 8/+-! %+*+$%+$4*112! %68%+$+6+',!5/561*+$/(%!CDK3PQ!
! 








' pi 1( p[ ]k( i !
B-$%!4*(!8'!761+$51$',!*&*$(%+!!"#!+/!5)/,64'!!")Q!
! 
zAr,i,k = P f i,k( )zAq,i !
0-$4-! 0*%! +-'! 1*%+! $+'7! ('4'%%*)2! +/! 4*1461*+'! +-'! 4)/%%1$(C! ,'(%$+23! *(,!'..'4+$9'! .6(4+$/(*1$+2! /.! RST! 4/75/%$+$/(%! 4)'*+',! 82! /6)! %+*+$%+$4*1! %68%+$+6+$/(!*(,!+0/?4/75/('(+!7$U$(&!%+)*+'&2A!
!
!"#"$"%&"'(JA! 9*(!V''C3!>A!WA!XAY!R5$')$(&3!@A!WA!ZAY!M'+')%3![A!LA!XAY!+'!\$]'(-6$%3!^AY!R$]8'%7*3!SA!MA3!_($,$)'4+$/(*1!>$7')$I*+$/(!*(,!R+*4C$(&!/.!_)'$,/52)$7$,$(/('!`(,![)/65%!$(! M/124*5)/1*4+/('! R65)*7/1'461*)! M/127')%A! !"#$%&%'(#)'(*+ *++,%! ,-! N=KO3!:P"P?:PHaA!
! "#!
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`4),A-! a%/! &(18S4'+<-! =%! =%/! Z+DD4+1,+-! O%-! N48(C)22;! .82?@58)2+,A! Z12;C8(+D!6)*8(+)2<b!N48!Q8M*!.*8B!*1!R8D;D2+,A!N48(C1<8*!Z12;C8(<c!1"*#,2,34*+34)&!""#$!
/9!UGV-!FW#G@FWF$%!]%! L21M+,-! 0%! K%/! .D1**-! N%! O%/! =9J+C)-! &%! K%/! &1PC),-! 0%! Q%-! 01>)28,*! =9)B*)\28!Q8*P1(S<! U0=Q<Vb! =! [,+3'8! Z)()9+AC! +,! 0(1<<@Y+,S89! Z12;C8(<%!1"*#,2,34*+34)&
!"&"$!/0!UGV-!$GHI@$GEI%!W%! &1PC),-!0%!Q%/!L21M+,-!0%! K%-!01>)28,*!=9)B*)\28!Q8*P1(S<b!R8>8(<+\28!&1,9!.*('D*'(8<! X,D1(B1()*89! +,! Z12;C8(! Q8*P1(S<%! <-=4>"-$74& ?@42(4& A-74#-"7(,-"3&
B$(7(,-&!"&!$!;.!UF]V-!H$"$@H$"H%!F#%! .*)928(-! R%-! N(),<+8,*! ,8*P1(S<! \;! 4;9(1A8,! \1,9! +,*8()D*+1,<! +,!B12;\'*)9+8,8@C82*<%! X,! C4#2"-4-7& "-$& D#"-)(4-7& E47>,#F)-! .B(+,A8(! &8(2+,! d!58+982\8(Ab!FW]"/!e12%!"E-!BB!FH#@FHE@FHE%!FF%! *8!Q+f8,4'+<-!L%-!0)2D'2)*+1,!1?!,8*P1(S!B)()C8*8(<!+,!*48(C1(8>8(<+\28!A82<%!
C,3%24#&G43)&"-$&E47>,#F)&&##'$!/!UE@GV-!HFE@HII%!F$%! R8'*8,)'8(-! Z%/! &'428(-! g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
C@%)(*)&H4I,#7)&&#%'$!.0J!UIV-!FEI@$$H%!FG%! O21(;-! Z%! K%-! 6128D'2)(! .+J8! T+<*(+\'*+1,! +,! N4(88! T+C8,<+1,)2! Z12;C8(<%! X%!782)*+1,F%!K,+#-"3&,6&7@4&<24#(*"-&?@42(*"3&5,*(47%&&#)&$!J0!UFFV-!I#]I@I#W#%!F"%! O8((;-! K%!T%-!L()*,43")7(*&I#,I4#7(4)&,6&I,3%24#)%!I(9!89%!89%/!:+28;b!Q8P!a1(S-!FW]#/!B!GHF%!F]%! 6+228(-! T%! R%/! 6)D1<S1-! 0%! :%-! =! Q8P! T8(+>)*+1,! 1?! Z1<*! 782! Z(1B8(*+8<! 1?!Q8*P1(S!Z12;C8(<%!1"*#,2,34*+34)&&#('$!:!U$V-!$#G@$FF%!
! "#!
#$%! &'()'*+!,%!-%.! /0120*+!3%.! 40567*87+! 3%! 4%.! 9:66711+!;%+!!"#$%&'()*+(",-!'".&//-
0"1&#(,2%!<:17=>?@AB!,7C!D'6E+!#$$F%!GH%! &:71)+!I%.!-1J76+!K%+!L=*(M7)7*!:*!J76!M=J6'06'N0(:)8M7*!37:M7%!34/+4/-5(&6(2/-
7,,*#&,-1&'-89&%(&-!"#$%!:;<!O#P+!$Q>#GG%!G#%! @6027*+! R%! ;%! @6'))>4:*E7J! 9M76N011=! 37276):S17! T'1=N76)! T6'J587J! U6'N!@'*J7*)0(:'*!T'1=N76)!C:(M!T7*J0*(!V560*!/6'5W)!@6'))>4:*E7J!C:(M!;017:N:J7)%!XYXFHHX+!#$Z$%!GG%! O0P!/':(:+![%.!A70(17=+!V%.!A5\1:*+!;%!]%.!37\'+!R%!;%+!K:*7(:8!0)W78()!'U!(M7!&:71)>-1J76! 6708(:'*! S7(C77*! W'1=O)(=67*7>8'>U56U56=1! N7(M086=10(7P! 0*J! S:)N017:N:J7%!
=4'">&*,-!"#$%&'-3"4',*#-#&&'%!:<!O"P+!#YF#>#YZH.!OSP!/':(:+![%.!A5\1:*+!;%!]%.!37\'+!R%!;%+! L'N7! W6'W76(:7)! 'U! *7(C'6E)! W6'J587J! S=! (M7!&:71)>-1J76! 6708(:'*! S7(C77*!W'1=O)(=67*7>8'>U56U56=1!N7(M086=10(7P!0*J!S:)N017:N:J7%!=4'">&*,-!"#$%&'-3"4',*#-
#&&'%!:<!OGP+!G#$>GGZ.!O8P!@')(0*^'+!T%!R%.!]7=76+!V%!4%+!9M76N'67)W'*):27+!IW(:8011=!-8(:27!V:1N)!]0)7J!I*!&:71)>-1J76!@M7N:)(6=%!89&%(/+'$-"?-0*+&'(*#/-#&&(%!@A!OGFP+!Z#ZQ>Z#"X.!OJP!T7(76)'*+!-%!;%.!R7*)7*+!3%![%.!T01N7)7+!/%!3%+!37276):S1=!86'))>1:*E7J!W'1=N76! \71)! 0)! M701:*\! 0\7*()! U'6! 7W'_=>0N:*7! (M76N')7()%! 78B- 7>>#- 0*+&'-
C,+&'?*.&/-#&&"%!@!OFP+!$$G>F.!O7P!`*\1:)+!-%!R%.!,7SM0*:+!4%.!-1(:*(0)+!I%.!L8MN:J(+!V%!/%.!]06*76>K'C'11:E+! @%+! 30W:J! ]'*J:*\a&7S'*J:*\! '*! &7N0*JB! 37276):S1=! @6'))>4:*E7J!V5*8(:'*01!T'1=N76)!2:0!&:71)bcd-1J76!@M7N:)(6=%!0*.'"%"#&.4#&/-#&!&%!:D!O#XP+!FF#F>FFGH.!OUP!T7(76)'*+!-%!;%.!R7*)7*+!3%![%.!T01N7)7+!/%!3%+!3''N>97NW760(567!A701:*\!'U!0!9M76N')7((:*\!T'1=N76!e):*\!(M7!&:71)>-1J76!3708(:'*%!78B-7>>#-0*+&'-
C,+&'?*.&/-#&!&%!E!OYP+!##Y#>##Y$%!GX%! O0P!R'*7)+!R%!3%.!4:'((0+!@%!4%.!@'1106J+!&%!;%.!L8M:601J:+!&%!-%+!@6'))>4:*E:*\!0*J!;'J:U:80(:'*! 'U! T'1=O7(M=17*7! (767WM(M010(7>8'>G+Z>0*(M6087*7J:806S'_=10(7P! S=!&:71)bcd-1J76!3708(:'*)!C:(M!;017:N:J7)%!0*.'"%"#&.4#&/-!"""%!DE!O#QP+!F"QZ>F"$G.!OSP! LC0*)'*+! R%! T%.! 3'^20J'2)E=+! L%.! L7WW010+! R%! [%.! ;08E0=+! ;%! [%.! R7*)7*+! 3%! [%.!@')(0*^'+! T%! R%+! &7271'WN7*(! 'U! T'1=N76:8! TM0)7!@M0*\7!;0(76:01)!I*! (M7! S0):)! 'U!&:71)>-1J76! @M7N:)(6=%!0*.'"%"#&.4#&/- #&!&%! :D! O#YP+! Z#XF>Z#Y#.! O8P! /'5))f+! @%.!/0*J:*:+! -%+! &:71)g-1J76! W'1=N76:^0(:'*! 'U! J:U560*)!C:(M! S:)N017:N:J7)%!!"#$%- C,+-
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e*J761=:*\! (M7!;086')8'W:8!;78M0*:801! T6'W76(:7)! 'U! @''6J:*0(:271=!@6'))>4:*E7J! T'1=N76! ,7(C'6E)%! 3"4',*#- "?- +9&- 7%&'(.*,- 89&%(.*#- B".(&+$- #&&)%!
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
! "#!





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
! "#!
$%&'()$*+,!-,(.!(/0,12!$3%!$4)'$),!-,4.$3/4$+!-5)/536"!7.,(,!%/88,9,3)!,88,4)(!$9,!%',!)5!:$9;/3<!'3%,9+;/3<!4.,-/4$+!-,4.$3/(-(1!.5=,:,9>!).,!8'3%$-,3)$+!3$)'9,!58! ).,! ?.,35-,353! /3! ,$4.! 4$(,! /(! ).,! 4+,$:$<,! $3%! 9,45-*/3$)/53! 58! 495((+/3@(6!7.,9,859,>! ).,! 8'3%$-,3)$+! :/(45,+$()/4! *,.$:/59! (.5'+%! *,! $3$+5<5'(! $3%! .$:,!(,:,9$+!45--53!8,$)'9,(!859!,$4.!58!).,!4$(,(6!!
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
N5=,:,9>! ).,! 9,('+)$3)! 9,+$)/53(./?! 58! /3),9,()>!
! 
"max #" bond $ >! O/6,6!-,4.$3/4$+! 9,+$K$)/53! )/-,! /(! ?95?59)/53$+! )5! ).,! ?95%'4)! 58! ).,! )9$3(/,3)! *53%!+/8,)/-,! $3%! %/()$34,! 895-! ).,! <,+! ?5/3)P! 45'+%! 4534,/:$*+;! $9/(,! 895-! 5).,9!-5+,4'+$9F(4$+,! -,4.$3/4$+! ,88,4)(! 9$).,9! ).$3! ).5(,! +/(),%! /3! ).,! QRRJ! ?$?,9(6!G?,4/8/4$++;>!).,;!$((,9)!).$)S!
! "#!
$% &'()*+,(*-! .'-*/*0,1+! (1..'231+42! 01! .'-*/*0,1+! 15! 216(*--'4! 0'.7,+*-!(-820'.29!:% ;'.7,+*-!(-820'.2!7*<!.'-*/!',0)'.!=<!4,5582,+>!*!4,20*+('!1+!0)'!1.4'.!15!0)',.! 1?+! .*4,82! 1.! =.'*@,+>! *-1+>! 0)',.! A=*(@=1+'B! ,+01! (-820'.2! 15!*33.1/,7*0'-<!'C8*-!2,D'9!*+4!E% F'0?1.@!()*,+2!7*<!='!4'2(.,='4!,+!0'.72!15!0'.7,+*-!(-820'.2!(1++'(0'4!01!(.122-,+@2%!
;)'2'! *228730,1+2! 4,.'(0-<! -'*4! 01! 0)'! 3.131.0,1+*-! 2(*-,+>! .'-*0,1+2),3!*=1G'9!?),()!?'!)*G'!'G*-8*0'4%!H80!3*22,+>!0)*0! 0'20! ,2!1+-<!'G,4'+('!28331.0,+>!0)'! )<310)'2,D'4! 7'()*+,279! .*0)'.! 0)*+! *! (1+(-82,G'! 4'71+20.*0,1+! 15! ,0%! ;1!'G*-8*0'!'*()!15!0)'!*22'.0,1+29!,0!?18-4!='!130,7*-!01!82'!*!0'()+,C8'!2'+2,0,G'!01!4,55'.'+('2!,+!71-'(8-*.!=')*G,1.%!
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
! "#!
$%! &'()*+,! -$./'/*0! /1! *,21)/+1*! 1+*3$,4)5! 60! 32*&7/18! 21! /19/:/9(2''0! '2.+'+9!*,21)/+1*! &'()*+,;! /*! /)! /1! <,/1&/<'+! <$))/.'+! *$! $.)+,:+! .,+2428+! +:+1*)! .0! 1$*/18!9/)&$1*/1(/*0!/1!*7+!)'$<+!$%!*7+!)=(2,+9!9/)<'2&+-+1*!:+,)()!*/-+!&(,:+;!/''()*,2*+9!/1!%/8(,+!>5?5!!
!
!"#$%&'()*+! @9+2'/A+9!70<$*7+*/&2'! )=(2,+9!9/)<'2&+-+1*!:+,)()! */-+! &(,:+!<$*+1*/2''0! $.)+,:+9! 37+1! 2! '2.+'+9! *,21)/+1*! &'()*+,! (19+,8$+)! 2! )/81/%/&21*!.,+2428+!+:+1*!B-2))!-!CD!-EF;!709,$9012-/&!,29/()!GH! CD!GHEI;!JCDIJK!2*! */-+!*L?5!
!"#$%&'(
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










#$%&'(')! *+)! ,*-&! )%$./0-'! $+&$! *! .0%*+1*234256$+'2789:! &%'*&')! ,$#'%-;0.<!&1'+!=*>')!*&!?@ABC!D$%!E!F0+G&'-H!
!"#$%& '(#)*($%& *)+%),#$(,)& +%-"*).,)(,)& /',*".,"01& 2!34567& $(8& 9$*#',%)&
#*$,:'(;&$(8&#*$<),#"*1&$($%1.'.&IJKL9! /*-! .'%D$%F')! G-0+M! *! N0>$+! IOPQAAA! F0,%$-,$.'! /0&1! @AR!$=S',&0#'<!*+)!*!@EA+F!'(,0&*&0$+!;*-'%H!I1'!-'&G.!0-!DG;;T!)'-,%0=')!0+!*!+GF='%!$D!%'D'%'+,'-<!*-!0-!&1'!,$)'!D$%!&%*S',&$%T!*+*;T-0-<!/10,1!/*-!%'PG-')!D%$F!.*,>*M'-!=G0;&!D$%!-'#'%*;!$&1'%!.G=;0-1')!*+*;T-'-HUP?Q!
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
! "#!
!
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
! "#!
!
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
! "#!
!
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